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Bob has a problem. He's a palindrome. In fact, once he learns what a palindrome is, he starts

finding palindromes everywhere: his little sis, Nan; his pup, Otto; even his Mom and Dad! It's

making Bobfeel like a kook. Is there no escape? Mark Shulman and Adam McCauley have

joined forces to create a wonderfully visual, ridiculously clever book of wordplay. Join the

hilarity. . . do your civic deed, don't let your pupils slip up, and find the over 101 palindromes

hiding in the words and pictures of this zany book. Plus, this is the fixed-format version, which

looks almost identical to the print edition.



PRAISE FOR Mom and Dad Are PalindromesA Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC)

Choice of the YearA San Francisco Chronicle Best Children’s Picture Book of the YearA

Parents’ Choice Awards Silver Honor“The joke builds nicely, and the illustrations are

handsome.” –New York Times Book Review“Slyly promotes a catchy spelling game.” –

Publishers Weekly, starred review“Clever.” –School Library Journal“Kids will laugh out loud over

Robert Trebor’s fresh plight. . . . The text crackles with cleverly integrated palindromes.” –Kirkus

Reviews“The author’s nonstop sense of fun and the illustrator’s upbeat, comic style breathe

energy and interest into an unlikely topic.” –Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC)Bob

has a problem. He’s a palindrome. In fact, as soon as his teacher points out what a palindrome

is, Bob realizes there are palindromes everywhere. His PUP OTTO, his little SIS, NAN . . . even

MOM and DAD! It’s making BOB feel like a KOOK. Is there no escape?MARK SHULMAN and

ADAM McCAULEY have joined forces to create a wonderfully visual, ridiculously clever book of

wordplay. Join the hilarity . . . do your civic deed, don’t let your pupils slip up, and find the more

than 101 palindromes in the words and pictures of this zany book. Fun for home and school.

Perfect for readers of all ages.

To Dad, who loved a good word row, born 4-24-24.And to Hannah, my tot, born in 2002 –M.

S.For Bob and S�×0 –A. M.First paperback edition published in 2014 by Chronicle Books

LLC.Originally published in hardcover in 2006 by Chronicle Books LLC.Text © 2006 by Mark

Shulman.Illustrations © 2006 by Adam McCauley.All rights reserved. No part of this book may

be reproduced in any form without written permission from the publisher.Library of Congress

Cataloging-in-Publication Data available.Book design by Cynthia Wigginton.Typeset in

Ashwood, Gatlin, Matchwood, No. 13 Type,and Whitecross by Walden Font Co.;Rosewood by

Adobe; and Iceberg by Adam McCauley.The illustrations in this book were rendered in mixed

media.Chronicle Books LLC680 Second StreetSan Francisco, California 94107Chronicle

Books–we see things differently.Become part of our community at www.chroniclekids.com.A

DILEMMA FOR WORDS . . . AND BACKWARDSBy MARK SHULMANIllustrated by ADAM

McCAULEY

My name isThat might not sound like a problem to you.But yesterday it almost DID me in.

My teacher, MISS SIM,told us about palindromes.She said:Palindromes are wordsthat are

spelled exactlythe same way, forward . . .. . . and backward!Phrases and sentences can

bepalindromes, too.

Mom and gas prices
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Rossica), Stamping American Memory: Collectors, Citizens, and the Post (Digital Humanities),
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Mediterranean Diet Meal Plan for Beginners Book 1), Gardening for Butterflies: How You Can

Attract and Protect Beautiful, Beneficial Insects, On Account of the Gum, Ivy and Bean Bundle

Set 2 (Books 4-6): (Children's Book Collection, Boxed Set of Books for Kids, Box Set of

Children's Books), First Snow

DisneyDenizen, “EXCELLENT. My younger daughter in particular loved this book so much! She

read it over and over for months.The kid says to let you know "It's hilarious!"”

English Teacher, “The little kids (ages 5-8) didn't like it as much as the 3rd and 4th graders. I

bought this to read at an elementary read-in. The little kids (ages 5-8) didn't like it as much as

the 3rd and 4th graders. Maybe the concept was a little too much for them, but I think it's great

to introduce these types of word plays early on.”

AP418, “Great book. We really enjoy this book. My one year old won't sit still for it yet but we'll

get there! We got it as a gift for our niece "Hannah" and she enjoys it too.”

Kycorr, “great delivery. a good book for elementary students. great delivery. a good book for

elementary students. fun way to supplement crappy common core english language

instruction from public schools.”

Margaret, “what is a palindrome. it helps kids learn about palindromes.very amusing.”

4lines, “Teacher recommended. Wonderful book to show children anagrams and inspire them

to play with words”

The book by Mark Shulman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 50 people have provided feedback.
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